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ABSTRACT

Living in groups offers social animals the significant advantage of accessing collective wisdom and
enhanced information processing, enabling more accurate decisions related to foraging, navigation,
and habitat selection. Preserving group membership is crucial for sustaining access to collective
wisdom, incentivising animals to prioritise group cohesion. However, when individuals encounter
divergent information about the quality of various options this can create a conflict between pursuing
immediate rewards and the maintenance of group membership to improve access to future payoffs. In
this study I show that rational agents who seek to maximise long-term rewards will be more inclined
to follow the decisions of their peers than those with short-term horizons. In doing so, they necessarily
make less-rewarding decisions in the short-term, which manifests in a lower individual accuracy when
choosing the better of two options. Further, I demonstrate that intuitions about collective wisdom can
be misleading in groups of agents who prioritise long-term rewards, with disagreement being a better
signal for the accuracy of collective choices than consensus. These results demonstrate that observed
patterns of sociality should be interpreted in the context of the life history of an individual and its
peers, rather than through the lens of an isolated decision.

Introduction

Group living confers a multitude of advantages upon social animals [1, 2]. Among these, the ability to leverage
collective intelligence and social information stands out as a significant benefit, serving to enhance the quality of
decision-making processes [3, 4, 5]. For animals living in groups, the behaviour of other individuals is an important
source of information about which actions are likely to lead to rewards such as food, shelter and safety. A decision
by one animal to move towards a specific location, or to forage at a specific time, provides a credible signal about its
knowledge of likely food abundance and risk in that time and place [6, 7]. A second individual in the same group can
combine that signal with its own information to make better choices than it could do alone: optimising food intake,
minimising predation risk, and thus maximising its fitness. As such, even in groups of unrelated individuals, information
sharing is an important benefit of group living that provides a powerful incentive to remain together.

The use of social information in decision-making can be understood as an adaptive behaviour that maximises fitness by
enabling an animal to choose behaviours with the highest expected reward, whether through an explicitly cognitive
process or via heuristic ‘rules of interaction’ – ingrained, evolutionarily-selected tendencies to copy what others do
under certain condition or consistent weightings of social and non-social information [8]. Following this logic, previous
research has sought to derive these rules of behaviour from first principles, by considering what a rational agent would
do given the social and non-social information available when faced with a decision between different options with
uncertain rewards [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. These studies have focused on optimising an agent’s expected reward in a
single decision, while treating the group’s size and composition as independent variables, unrelated to the decision at
hand. However, the decisions animals make are potentially drivers of group composition. An individual that chooses to
move in a direction opposed to others may find itself isolated for some period of time, and thus faced with making further
decisions alone without access to the benefits of collective wisdom. Even without a spatial context, disagreements
can fracture groups in contexts where homophily is a factor in determining social connections [16, 17]. Since being



in a group allows an agent to access beneficial social information, this provides an incentive to follow the decisions
made by others even if an individual has reason to believe that higher immediate rewards are available elsewhere,
introducing a trade-off that is ignored by normative mathematical theories of social decision-making that focus on
isolated choices. This is in sharp contrast to other frameworks for modelling optimal decision-making under uncertainty,
such as reinforcement learning, in which expected rewards in the present are weighed against potential rewards in the
future, with a ‘discount rate’ specifying the relative importance of each. In this paper I develop a model of collective
decision-making by rational agents that incorporates the link between individual decisions and group membership, and
explore the consequences of this connection for group cohesion and the expected accuracy of individual and collective
decisions when agents value future rewards more or less highly.

Model

I first consider a simple model of two agents making repeated binary decisions. By considering just two agents this
reduces the problem to its most fundamental constituents, as well as making mathematical treatment more tractable.
Subsequently I show how the model can be extended to the case of larger groups.

In each decision there are two options, A and B, one of which is associated with a reward of unit value (in arbitrary
units of utility). I define x as an indicator variable for the correct choice, such that x = 1 if A is correct, and x = −1 if
B. Before observing any information, agents share a common, uninformative prior belief about the value of x:

P (x = 1) = P (x = −1) = 1/2, (1)

Each agent subsequently receives a private signal about the value of x, labelled as ∆i, centred on the true value of x
and normally distributed with noise variance ϵ2:

p(∆i | x) =
1

ϵ
ϕ

(

∆i − x

ϵ

)

, (2)

where ϕ(·) is the standard normal probability density function. Agents are assumed to receive signals of equal reliability
(ϵ is the same for all agents), and this is equivalence is assumed to be common knowledge [18]. The two agents choose
between A and B in a randomly-chosen order, and the first agent has only their private information on which to base their
choice. Therefore, the first agent will choose A if and only if ∆1 > 0, since this implies that P (x = 1 | ∆1) > 1/2. The
second agent can use the decision of the first to inform its own choice, by setting a threshold on its private information
∆∗, such that it will select option A if and only if ∆2 > C1∆

∗, where C1 indicates the decision made by the first agent
(1 for A, −1 for B). For a given threshold value, one can derive the expected reward each agent can expect to receive in
a given decision; that is, the proportion of decisions where the agent is expected to choose the correct option. For the
purpose of calculation, we can assume without loss of generality that for a given decision option A is better, and with
this assumption the expected reward ET (R) is:

ET (R) = 0.5Φ(1/ϵ)(1 + Φ((1−∆∗)/ϵ)) + 0.5Φ(−1/ϵ)Φ((1 + ∆∗)/ϵ) (3)

where Φ(·) is the standard cumulative normal probability function. Here the T subscript in the expectation indicates
that this is the expected reward for agents choosing together, and the expected reward is averaged over both agents,
since I assume each agent is equally likely to choose first or second. Maximising this expectation with respect to ∆∗

provides the optimal threshold value, which matches that derived in ref. [19].

The expected reward above can be compared to that for a single agent choosing alone. In this case no social information
threshold is relevant, and the expected solo reward ES(R) is:

ES(R) = Φ(1/ϵ) (4)

Repeated decisions

I now consider the case where an agent will expect to make multiple decisions over time, and will seek to maximise its
expected reward across the sequence of all of these. For the sake of simplicity and mathematical tractability, I assume
that all decisions an agent will face are of equal difficulty (i.e. ϵ remains constant throughout) and have equal potential
payoffs.

I introduce a new parameter γ, which denotes the probability that each decision will not be the last in this sequence,
such that the expected number of future decisions at any time is Ḡ = 1/(1− γ). The mathematical analysis below is
also the same if γ is treated as a discount rate, such that the agent treats future rewards as less valuable than immediate
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ones. In either case, the expected total reward is given by:

E(Rtotal) = E(R1) + γE(R2) + γ2
E(R3) . . .

=

∞
∑

i=1

γi−1
E(Ri).

(5)

In the equation above the expectations do not have subscripts indicating whether the agents are choosing together or
alone. In the key aspect of the model, I assume that the agents are initially together, and remain together for as long as
they make identical decisions. When they make differing decisions they must henceforward make their decisions alone.
Therefore we can expand the expectation above as:

E(Rtotal) = ET (R) + γ(αET (R) + (1− α)ES(R)) + γ2(α2
ET (R) + (1− α2)ES(R)) . . .

=
∞
∑

i=1

γi−1(αi−1
ET (R) + (1− αi−1)ES(R))

=
ET (R)− ES(R)

1− αγ
+

ES(R)

1− γ
,

(6)

where α is the probability for the two agents to make the same decision and thus remain together:

α = Φ(1/ϵ)Φ((1−∆∗)/ϵ) + Φ(−1/ϵ)Φ(−(1 + ∆∗)/ϵ). (7)

By maximising equation 6 with respect to ∆∗ we can identify the optimal value of this threshold that maximises the
expected total reward for an agent over the full sequence of future decisions.

Larger group sizes

In a group of n agents choosing between two options there are n+ 1 possible aggregate outcomes, ranging from 0 to n
agents selecting each option. Where the outcome of the current decision determines the group that an agent will find
itself in for subsequent choices, that agent must evaluate how beneficial it will be to be in a group of 1, 2, . . . n at the
next iteration of the game, and the probability of finding itself in that situation based on its current decision. Moreover,
each agent can observe 2n − 1 different configurations of social information, in the form of all possible sequences of 0
to n− 1 binary decisions, each of which can be associated with a different threshold value for their private information
(though symmetry between sequences can reduce this number to 2n−1 − 1). To derive an optimal strategy one must
therefore proceed in stages.

First we specify the expected lifetime reward of a group of one (where lifetime is taken to mean the series of games the
agent will play):

E1(R) = P (correct | n = 1)× (1 + γ + γ2 . . .)

=
P (correct | n = 1)

1− γ
,

(8)

where P (correct | n = 1) denotes the probability of choosing correctly in a group of size 1. This expected reward is
simply the probability of choosing the correct option in a single game when playing alone, multiplied by the expected
number of games to be played. This can be rewritten as:

E1(R) = P (correct | n = 1) + γE1(R) (9)

This form indicates that the expected reward is composed of the probability of choosing correctly in the current game,
plus all the expected rewards that will accumulate if the series of games continues, with probability γ.

The optimal strategy for an agent alone is clear: it should seek to maximise the probability of making the correct choice
in the first game, since the probability of the series of games continuing does not depend on the choice it makes. Thus,
we can immediately specify that the critical value of ∆∗

∅
= 0 (where the subscript denotes the sequence of previous

decisions the agent observes, and ∅ indicates the empty set), and thus

E1(R) =
Φ(1/ϵ)

1− γ
(10)

For agents in a group of two, the optimal strategy for each agent depends on which position it finds itself in for the
current game and the sequence of previous decisions it observes. Denote as ∆∗

S the critical value employed when
observing a sequence S, and note that by symmetry ∆∗

−S = −∆∗
S , where −S indicates the sequence S with all
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decisions reversed. Then in a group of two there are only two critical values to determine: ∆∗
∅

for the first agent, who
observes no prior decisions, and ∆∗

A for the second agent after observing the first agent choose A (since ∆∗
B = −∆∗

A).
Again considering the symmetry of the game, it is clear that ∆∗

∅
= 0 continues to apply for all group sizes. Therefore, it

remains to determine ∆∗
A. For the second agent, its expected total reward is given by:

E2(R | ∆∗
A) = P (correct | n = 2,∆∗

A) + γT22E2(R) + γT21E1(R), (11)

where T22 and T21 are elements of a transition matrix, indicating the probability that an agent in a group of two will
subsequently find itself in a group of two or one at the next game, and are understood to depend on ∆∗

A. If the focal
agent selects ∆∗

A optimally it can assume that this value will be applied consistently in the future by other agents in the
same situation, so T22 and T21 can be assumed to be constant in time. Assuming without loss of generality that the true
correct choice is A (x = 1), and considering all sequences of events and potential values of private information the two
agents may observe, the key terms in this equation are given as:

P (correct | n = 2,∆∗
A) = P (∆1 > 0 | x = 1)P (∆2 > ∆∗

A | x = 1) + P (∆1 < 0 | x = 1)P (∆2 > −∆∗
A | x = 1)

= Φ(1/ϵ)Φ((1−∆∗
A)/ϵ) + Φ(−1/ϵ)Φ((1 + ∆∗

A)/ϵ),
(12)

and

T22 = P (∆1 > 0 | x = 1)P (∆2 > ∆∗
A | x = 1) + P (∆1 < 0 | x = 1)P (∆2 < −∆∗

A | x = 1)

= Φ(1/ϵ)Φ((1−∆∗
A)/ϵ) + Φ(−1/ϵ)Φ(−(1 + ∆∗

A)/ϵ).
(13)

Thus we recover the previously derived optimal strategy for two agents, with α = T22 and 1− α = T21.

With three or more agents, deriving the optimal strategy is more complex, since the decision an agent makes may
influence many subsequent decisions by other agents, and thus the probability of remaining in different group sizes for
subsequent decisions. To obtain the optimal strategy in a group of size n, we assume that the expected reward of a
randomly chosen agent in groups of size 1, . . . , n− 1 are known; this assumption means that we must first identify the
optimal strategy for these smaller groups. We then initialise the critical value associated with all observable sequences
to zero: ∆∗

S = 0 ∀ S. Based on these initial values, we can calculate the probability of generating any sequence of
decisions given a true value of x = 1 as:

P (S | x = 1) =

l
∏

k=1

P (Ck | Sk) =
∏

k

Φ(Ck(1−∆∗
Sk
)/ϵ) (14)

where Ck is the kth element of S, S = {C1, . . . Cl} and Sk = {C1, . . . Ck−1} is the subset of S composed of the first
k − 1 decisions. By evaluating all the probability of all sequences of length l = n, we can determine the expected
proportion of times that an agent that observes sequence Z will choose correctly and the expected number of other
agents it will agree with (which forms the group size in the next game), and thus the transition probabilities Tij . We
then consider varying the value of this focal critical value, ∆∗

Z so as to maximise the expected lifetime reward for this
agent (while maintaining the symmetrical condition that ∆∗

−Z = −∆∗
Z). By successively optimising the expected

lifetime reward for each observable sequence, we arrive at a new complete set of values ∆∗
S . Repeating this process

until convergence to stable values, we can determine the optimal strategy for all agents observing any sequence of
previous decisions.

Having obtained the optimal values of ∆∗
S for all sequences S, we can finally determine the probability that a focal

agent, observing sequence S, will choose option A, conditioned on the value of x that indicates the true correct option:

P (Choose A | S, x) = P (∆ > ∆∗
S) = Φ((x−∆∗

S)/ϵ) (15)

Results

The effect of future-weighting on rational decision rules

To illustrate the effect of changing the value of the future weighting (γ) I consider the probability for a focal rational
agent to choose option A, conditioned on the number of previous agents choosing either A (nA) or B (nB). This is a
compression of the actual decision rule the agents obey, since it omits details of the precise sequence of choices that
the agent can observe. It should therefore be stressed that agents respond to the full, ordered sequence of previous
choices and the choice to illustrate this response in a lower-dimensional form is motivated by two considerations. First,
a pragmatic choice that provides ease of visualisation. Second, for comparison to both previous theoretical work that
utilises similar characterisation (e.g. ref. [12]), and to empirical work in which the ordering of decisions is often omitted
(e.g. refs. [20, 21])
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Figure 1: Characterising the rational strategy for agents in larger groups. Each column shows results for a different value
of γ, with the environmental noise set to give a solo accuracy of Φ(1/ϵ) = 2/3. Top row: the probability for a rational
agent to choose the correct option A (x = 1), conditioned on the number of previous decisions for each option (nA, nB),
with future weightings of (A) γ = 0; (B) γ = 0.9; (C) γ = 0.99, corresponding to 1, 10 or 100 expected future games
respectively. When agents prioritise immediate rewards, the social response is characterised by a sensitivity to the
precise values of nA, nB ; as the future weighting γ increases, rational agents become increasingly likely to follow the
majority decision, with little sensitivity to the precise size of that majority. Bottom row: the collective outcome of
agents employing the rational strategy, the probability that a total of NA agents choose the correct option A. When
agents prioritise immediate rewards (D), consensus decisions are likely, but the group often splits. As γ increases
(E, F), consensus decisions become much more likely, and in particular the probability that the whole group chooses
incorrectly increases strongly.

Without loss of generality, I assume arbitrarily that A is the correct choice, such that x = 1. The same number of agents
choosing each option can be obtained from multiple different sequences of decisions, for example nA = 2, nB = 1 is
consistent with sequences AAB, ABA and BAA; I therefore average over these sequences according to the probability
of their occurrence to obtain the probability conditioned on nA, nB :

P (Choose A | nA, nB , x = 1) =

∑

S∈S
P (Choose A | S, x = 1)P (S)

∑

S∈S
P (S)

, (16)

where the summation is over all sequences S in the set of sequences S consistent with the observed values of nA, nB .

Figure 1 visualises this conditional probability for three values of the future-weighting: γ = 0 (panel A), γ = 0.9 (panel
B) and γ = 0.99 (panel C), in a group of 15 agents. These show that as γ increases the focal agent becomes increasingly
likely to follow the majority of previous decisions. This is reflected in the predicted collective outcome - the probability
for a given total number of agents to select option A (NA), shown in panels D-F. These show an increasing tendency to
consensus as γ increases, such that when γ = 0.99 (representing an expectation of 100 future games) the agents are
overwhelmingly likely to all choose the same option (whichever choice is made by the first agent). Notably, both the
probability of all agents choosing correctly and the probability of all agents choosing incorrectly increase as γ increases.
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Effect of future-weighting on individual accuracy

Agents that prioritise remaining with others over immediate rewards necessarily become less likely to make correct
decisions in the present. To explore this effect I determined the optimal strategy for individuals in groups of one to
ten agents as a function of the expected number of future games (1/(1 − γ)), and from this calculated how often a
randomly chosen agent within the group will choose the correct option. These results, shown in Figure 2, show as
expected that individual accuracy in the present is maximised when agents do not consider the future (γ = 0). As
the expected number of future games to be played increases, agents’ average accuracy in a single game rapidly falls,
approaching the accuracy for a single agent choosing alone (black line). However, for any value of γ it remains the case
that larger groups exhibit greater average accuracy than smaller groups, illustrating the incentive for agents to remain in
these larger groups to increase their own accuracy in future decisions.

It should be reiterated for clarity that although accuracy in a single game declines when agents anticipate playing many
future games, their strategy is optimal by design and results in greater accuracy over the long term if those anticipated
games come to pass. The loss of accuracy in present is compensated by an increased probability of remaining in a larger
group for future games, which allows them to be more accurate in these later games because of the positive effect of
group size. Thus the results shown in Figure 2 do not indicate that a high future weighting (γ) is detrimental, but only
that it reduces the accuracy in the present as a necessary sacrifice to obtain greater expected rewards in the future.

Collective accuracy in groups prioritising cohesion

Since the accuracy of individual decisions is reduced by agents prioritising continued group membership, this suggests
that such groups may be less reliable as a source of ‘collective wisdom’ to an outside observer. The Condorcet Jury
Theorem (CJT) states that if agents individually make independent choices with some accuracy greater than 0.5, the
probability that the majority of the group chooses correctly rapidly approaches one. However, the assumption of
independent decision-making in the CJT is already violated when rational agents choose sequentially, and further biases
towards consensus tend to further decrease the accuracy of the majority decision [19]. To examine how the bias towards
consensus induced by future-weighting affects collective wisdom, I calculated the probability of all decision sequences
in a group of 15 agents for cases where the correct option was A (x = 1) or B (x = −1), varying the future-weighting
in the form of the expected number of future games (1/(1− γ)). I then evaluated the probability that A was the correct
choice, conditioned on observing the total number of agents who selected that option, assuming that both options are
equally likely a priori:

P (x = 1 | NA) =

(

1 +

∑

S∈S
P (S | x = 1)

∑

S∈S
P (S | x = −1)

)−1

(17)

where the summations are over all sequences of decisions in the set S consistent with NA total agents choosing A. It is
worth reiterating at this point that the agents themselves are assumed to observe and respond to the full sequence of
previous choices; the calculation above considers how much information the collective outcome of this process provides
to an external observer who only observes the aggregate number of decisions for A and B.

As shown in Figure 3A, when only one game is considered (γ = 0), the probability that A is the correct choice, as
evaluated by an outside observer, monotonically increases with the number of agents making that choice (black line).
This under-performs relative to the information provided by agents choosing independently as per the CJT (grey line),
but each additional agent choosing A continues to add weight to the belief that A is the correct choice. However, as
the future-weighting increases this monotonic relationship breaks down. When many future games are considered by
the agents the most informative outcomes are those in which the agents make differing choices. For example, when
the expected number of future games is 100 (green line, γ = 0.99), the greatest certainty about the true correct choice
is obtained when NA = 6 or NA = 9, i.e. a small majority is more trustworthy than a consensus. This is because a
consensus decision often represents agents with relatively weak personal information strongly following those who
choose before themselves, resulting in an information cascade that simply amplifies the decision made by the first agent.
Conversely, small majorities (which occur rarely, because of the strong social response), represent occasions when later
agents had sufficiently strong personal information to overcome incorrect choices made by the earliest decision-makers.
Such strong environmental signals in favour of one option are much more likely when that option is truly correct, and
so small majorities are much informative when strong signals are required to overcome previous social information.
Very small majorities (e.g. NA = 8, NB = 7) can even be more informative under high values of γ than the same
majority achieved by independent decision makers because of this effect, although such outcomes are very rare (see
Figure 1E-F).

The results shown in Figure 3A show the information available to an external observer who is only able to observe the
aggregate number of individuals choosing each option. However, in sequential decisions the order in which decisions
were made can be highly informative. In particular, the most recent decision is often of greater importance than all
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Figure 2: The average accuracy of individual decisions as a function of group size and future-weighting. Each curve
shows the proportion of times a randomly selected agent in a group will make the correct choice in a single decision
when agents adopt the optimal strategy, as a function of the expected number of future games (Ḡ = 1/(1− γ)) for a
specific group size; the inset shows the detail of these curves for values of Ḡ from 1 to 50. The environmental noise
is set to give a solo accuracy of Φ(1/ϵ) = 2/3. For every group size, average accuracy is greatest when the expected
number of future games is 0, since agents can prioritise immediate accuracy. As the expected number of games increases
the average accuracy falls for all group sizes, as agents prioritise remaining with their peers over immediate accuracy.
For any future weighting, larger groups give greater average accuracy, illustrating the incentive to remain in a larger
group for future decisions.

previous decisions taken together (cf. ref. [12]), incorporating knowledge of this most-recent decision can provide an
observer with essentially the same information as the full sequence of decisions [14]. To illustrate this effect, Figure
3B shows the information provided by collective outcomes conditioned on the final decision that was made. For the
case where agents expect to play one game (γ = 0), the probability that the correct choice is A is always greater than
0.5 regardless of the actual number of agents choosing A, but increases with NA. However, when agents consider
many future games the most informative outcomes are those where the final decision is A in spite of a large majority of
previous agents choosing B. In these cases the final agent must have exceptionally strong private information in favour
of A to overcome the previous social information. However, from the perspective of an external observer there is no
‘free lunch’ – these most informative outcomes are also very unlikely precisely because they require the final agent to
receive such an implausibly strong private signal.

Heterogeneous populations

The results above show that the magnitude of future-weighting has a substantial effect on the social interactions in
homogeneous groups in which all agents share the same discount factor γ. However, real groups may be heterogeneous
in their discounting of the future. For example, mixed species groups may be composed of animals with differing life
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Figure 3: Information provided to an external observer from collective outcomes in groups of differing future weighting,
with environmental noise set to give a solo accuracy of Φ(1/ϵ) = 2/3. (A) Each line represents the probability that
option A is the correct choice, conditioned on the number of agents choosing A (NA) in a group of 15 agents. The
grey line indicates the probability given by agents choosing independently, corresponding to the predictions of the
Condorcet Jury Theorem (CJT). When agents choose independently the majority are highly likely to be correct, and
larger majorities are more trustworthy. Each further line indicates results for a group of non-independent agents using
the optimal strategy for different numbers of expected future games. When playing a single game (black line) the
majority is less trustworthy than under the CJT, but larger majorities continue to be more trustworthy than smaller
ones. As the expected number of future games increases, consensus decisions become increasingly untrustworthy, as
they typically result from information cascades; for high values of γ the most trustworthy outcomes are (rare) small
majorities, indicating that early, incorrect decisions have been overcome by more reliable private information among
later agents. (B) Information provided by collective outcomes conditioned on the most recent decision being for option
A. In all cases the probability that x = 1 is greater than 0.5 across all values of NA, indicating the high information
content of the most recent decision. As the expected number of games becomes large the most informative outcomes
are those where the final decision disagrees with the previous majority.

cycles or metabolisms, who thus weight immediate and distant rewards differently. In single species groups, individuals
of different ages may also attribute differing weights to future rewards, either because of differing expected future
lifespans or because fitness may be disproportionately affected by success at specific ages. How will individuals in such
heterogeneous groups interact so as to maximise their rewards over the timescales that are important to them?

Mixed populations may occur in many configurations, and deriving the optimal strategy for all individuals in such
groups is analytically and computationally complex. Here I focus on a specific example to illustrate how differences
in future-weighting affect the behaviour of rational agents. I consider a group drawn primarily from a homogeneous
population sharing the same high value of γ = 0.99, representing agents with a typical time horizon of 100 future
games. I assume that these agents, being drawn from a population of identical individuals, have adopted the optimal
strategy for a homogeneous group with γ = 0.99. Within this group I place one further ‘invading’ agent with a short
time horizon, γ = 0, representing an individual who prioritises immediate rewards. I assume that this agent is aware of
the strategy employed by other group members, and derive its optimal response to this social environment. To avoid
uncertainty, I continue to assume agents are otherwise identical, such that they share a common value of ϵ determining
the quality of their private signals.

Figure 4 shows how the strategies of the two types of agents within this group differ. Each strategy is represented by
the probability that an agent will choose option A, conditioned on the values of nA and nB (the number of previous
agents choosing A and B respectively) and assuming that A is the true correct choice. In panel A these strategies are
characterised as a function of nA − nB . The red line indicates this probability for the agents with long time horizons
(γ = 0.99); this shows very strong social feedback, such that for values of |nA − nB | ≥ 2 agents follow the majority of
previous decisions with probabilities very close to 1. The decision probability for the single agent with γ = 0 (who
may be placed at any point in the sequence of decisions) is shown in blue. This agent shows a distinct pattern of social
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Figure 4: Optimal strategy in a mixed group. (A) Each strategy is characterised by the probability for an agent to choose
the correct option A (x = 1), conditioned on the difference in the number of agents previously choosing options A and
B (nA − nB). The red line shows the optimal strategy for agents in a homogeneous group where all agents use future
weighting γ = 0.99, implying a time horizon of 100 games. This strategy is characterised by an extremely strong social
response, such that agents almost always follow the majority of previous decisions. The black line shows the optimal
strategy for agents in a homogeneous group where all agents use future weighting γ = 0, implying no consideration of
future rewards. Here agents follow others more weakly, but social responses are strong when the majority of previous
decisions is large. The blue line indicates the optimal strategy for a single ‘invader’ agent with γ = 0 in an otherwise
homogeneous group employing the optimal strategy for γ = 0.99. Under this strategy, agents attend only very weakly
to the precise number of agents choosing each option. Notably, a single agent with γ = 0 remains highly likely to
choose the correct option A even when there is a strong majority in favour of B. (B) The strategy for the invading agent
with γ = 0 can be characterised in more detail by evaluating the probability that an agent chooses option A conditioned
on the specific values of nA and nB . Notably, the invading agent is most likely to choose B when a small majority of
previous agents favour this option, in agreement with the results presented in Figure 3.

response: the agent is likely to follow the majority of previous decisions when this is in favour of A (albeit slightly less
strongly than other agents); however, even when the majority is strongly in favour of B this agent remains as likely to
choose A as B. This can be compared to the optimal strategy for a homogeneous group of agents with γ = 0, shown in
black, where the response depends strongly on exactly how many agents prefer each choice, with a strong probability to
choose B when this is favoured by a large majority of previous agents. This is because the agent with γ = 0 embedded
in a group of agents with γ = 0.99 is aware of the strong social response of other individuals in the group. Since
these other agents almost deterministically follow each other, the focal agent effectively views the majority choice
as equivalent to a decision by one agent. The strong dependencies between the decisions of other agents limit how
much information these can provide, and thus the agent who prioritises immediate rewards is forced to rely more on its
private information, thus remaining open to environmental signals that contradict the behaviour of other agents. Panel
B shows the strategy for the invading agent with γ = 0 respectively in more detail, as a functions of nA and nB (the
equivalent visualisations for the homogeneous populations with γ = 0 and γ = 0.99 are shown in Figure 1A and C
respectively). A notable feature is that the invading agent is most likely to choose option B (the incorrect choice) when
a small majority of previous agents favour this option, rather than when all do. This agrees with the previous results
shown in Figure 3: when other agents are known to prioritise consensus, disagreement in previous decisions is more
convincing than consensus.

If one assumes that an agent’s value of γ is cryptic, the result above has an interesting corollary. As shown, most
agents in the group will almost certainly follow a majority of previous decisions by other agents. However, the agent
prioritising immediate rewards alone has a significant probability of disagreeing. Where the pre-existing majority is
small, this implies that agents with shorter time horizons may change the eventual direction of a collective choice that
otherwise would deterministically follow from whichever decision is made by the first agent.
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Discussion

Efforts to discern decision-making rules from first principles have predominantly concentrated on isolated decisions,
overlooking the potential ramifications these decisions may have on the dynamics of group composition. The pivotal
finding of this study demonstrates that where decisions occur not in isolation but as part of a continuous life history
of the agent, and where these decisions determine later group composition, rational agents should display stronger
sociality than would be expected in the case of isolated decisions. That is, where an agent will lose later benefits of
group membership if it makes a decision at odds with its peers, it should be expected to more frequently follow what
others have decided even at the cost of losing what it perceives to be immediately available rewards. This push towards
stronger sociality emerges solely from considering the long-term decision-making success the agent can expect and is
independent of any intrinsic social benefits [22] or risk reduction [23] the group can provide, and does not depend on
mechanisms of collective conflict resolution that assume a consensus decision is required.

The results presented here provide an important context for considering the rationality of observed social behaviours.
One example is the existence of despotic decision-making in animal groups with social hierarchies [24]. If a dominant
individual leads a group to a food patch they can monopolise, why would lower-rank individuals follow them rather
than foraging elsewhere? Previous work on groups of baboons has proposed that maintaining a social relationship with
a dominant male may bring future benefits to other members of the troop, such as increased infant survival or protection
from predators [24], which can outweigh the immediate loss from foraging. In addition to these benefits, the model
presented here suggests that considering the outcome of a isolated foraging decision may be misleading. Although a
single decision may present a clear choice between patches of obvious value, the baboons’ social responses should also
favour maintaining group cohesion that can be beneficial in making future foraging decisions when identifying good
foraging patches may be less straightforward. Another area where existing explanations of collective behaviour may be
confounded by the theory presented here is in the concept of the Selfish Herd [23]: the idea that individuals seek to
move towards the centre of a group to reduce risk of predation. Individual heterogeneity in risk-reward calculus has
been posited as explaining the relative positions of individuals within groups, with more risk-tolerant individuals on
the exterior of the group where they can take advantage of foraging opportunities [25, 26]. However, risk tolerance
may be synonymous with shorter time horizons when considering future rewards, for instance in hungrier individuals;
the model presented here suggests such individuals should be more willing risk leaving the group to obtain immediate
rewards, which could result in them being found at the edge of the group independent of predation risk. This could also
result in dynamics that resemble ‘leading according to need’ [27], as those individuals with the most pressing need of
immediate rewards discount future rewards strongly and thus become apparently ‘socially indifferent’.

How much an agent can expect to benefit from continued group membership depends on how many future decisions
that agent expects to face, and how strongly it discounts future versus immediate rewards. These two considerations are
jointly represented by the future weighting γ in the model presented here; in reality they may both vary as a result of
many factors. For example, animals that forage daily before regrouping at night may be assured of recovering group
benefits within a relatively short time if lost during the day. Conversely, animals undergoing long-distance migrations
may become isolated for very long periods or even permanently if they deviate from the main group. The results in
this paper suggest that group cohesion should be greater in circumstances where group breakdown is irrevocable or
very long term. As such, we might expect to see significant amounts of group breakdown in short term foraging (e.g
fission-fusion collective behaviour [28, 29]), and more rigorous group cohesion in migration.

The magnitude of future-weighting can be expected to vary based on an individual’s life stage and life history. For
instance, an animal that has not fed for a substantial time is likely to heavily discount the possibility of obtaining higher
foraging rewards in future, preferring the higher chance of immediate food in the present. Life stage can also affect
future reward discounting: empirical evidence points to a decreasing discount rate across the lifespan in humans [30].
How the weighting of future rewards should be determined is not modelled in this paper. However, in populations where
individuals vary in their future discounting and the time horizons they consider, this paper has shown that individuals
who discount the future more strongly should rationally attend less to the opinions and decisions of others, and be more
suspicious in particular of consensus opinions which they can rationally consider to result from a high prioritisation of
group cohesion on the part of agents with longer-term horizons. This accords with empirical studies on the effect of
individual personality on collective behaviour showing that ‘bold’ individuals who take more risks [31] (suggesting a
prioritisation of newly-available rewards over long-term security) are less inclined to follow the decisions of others in
the group (e.g. [32, 33]). The inverse correlation between boldness and sociality has been interpreted as the result of
more risk-tolerant individuals being more willing to forgo the safety of the group [34]; this study suggests that a further
contribution may be that individuals with greater risk-tolerance are those who more-strongly discount the future, and
who are therefore less inclined to forgo immediate rewards in favour of the greater expected payoffs in the future in a
larger group.
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Prioritising cohesion with the group necessarily compromises the agents’ accuracy in individual decisions. This should
lower our expectations regarding the magnitude of collective wisdom groups can benefit from in contexts where
disagreement bears the cost of exclusion from the group. As well as tempering expectations regarding the collective
accuracy of, for example, collective animal navigation, this is also an important consideration when considering
the collective judgements of human communities. On both small scales such as friendship groups and professional
committees, up to huge online communities, individuals often explicitly or implicitly risk future exclusion from groups
that are important to them when they disagree with others (see, for example, the effect of homophily and disagreement
on ‘unfriending’ in social media [35, 36]). The results shown in this paper demonstrate that, where agents act in their
rational long-term interests, this is likely to create a substantial barrier to realising the collective intelligence in these
groups and instead create ‘groupthink’ dynamics where consensus is prized above accuracy [37]. In such communities
we should especially be suspicious of unanimous opinions or decisions, as these are likely to result from information
cascades [9] in which few agents contribute any meaningful information to the collective decision. Although they occur
more rarely, we can conversely place more trust in decisions reached by relatively small majorities of agents, since the
existence of disagreement precludes information cascades and points to the incorporation of genuinely strong private
signals.

The model developed in this paper considers agents that choose sequentially in a random order, with each agent
making a forced choice in its designated turn. This stands in the tradition of other theoretical models of sequential
decision-making [38]. However, real-world decisions are rarely taken in a pre-defined sequence; instead agents such as
humans and other animals may make decisions whenever they are sufficient confident to do so. An alternative model
takes agents as continuously accumulating information until reaching some certainty threshold (e.g. refs. [39, 40]). A
notable feature of this approach is that it predicts that early decision-makers will be those with better private information.
Future research uniting these two modelling choices is likely to result in further insights into collective decision-making,
and should consider the life-history perspective explored in this work. A further limitation of the model developed
here is that all decisions both now and in the future are assumed to be equally difficult and of commensurate value. In
practice an agent may be more willing to sacrifice rewards when faced with a relatively inconsequential decision now if
that means having access to collective wisdom for more important decisions later. A detailed model of life history could
incorporate decisions of differing types to investigate the effect this has on social conformity more broadly.

The core result of this paper is a reminder that while it may be either mathematically or empirically practical to study
animal behaviours in isolation, the true consequences of behaviour play out over whole lifespans and in evolutionary
time. The model in this paper remains reductive in that it concentrates only on the expected total abstract ‘reward’ that
an agent can receive, and assumes that this maps straightforwardly on to fitness [41]. Such a translation should not be
taken for granted: research on the economics of non-ergodic systems has demonstrated that what appear to be biases or
irrational behaviours are often rational from the perspective of an agent’s life history [42]. In animal behaviour we
should in particular expect that the translation of rewards such as food, safety and mating opportunities into fitness
will be highly stochastic, non-linear and vary across a lifespan. Future attempts to identify rational behaviours from
normative first principles should seek to make the link between behaviour and fitness more explicit and grounded in
biological reality.
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